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Outline

a) Why I used this approach

b) Explain approach

c) Demonstrate approach 

d) Guided independent work 

(hopefully guiding both ways!)

e) Reflection and suggestions 

(it’s a work in progress!)



So, why use this approach?



EAP tutors need to teach “the literacy skills which are appropriate to 

the purposes and understandings of particular communities” 
(Hyland 2002)Ken Hyland



EAP tutors need to teach “the literacy skills which are appropriate to 

the purposes and understandings of particular communities” 
(Hyland 2002)Ken Hyland



a) Advanced level PhD and Master’s 

students

b) Weekly 2-hour sessions for 6 weeks

c) Corpus investigation /  Discourse 

analysis combined approach

d) Purpose-built AntConc corpora

e) Questionnaire-based



a) B2 level pre-sessional (pre-master’s) 

students

b) Weekly 2-hour sessions for 6 weeks

c) Discourse analysis / Corpus 

investigation combined approach

d) Purpose-built AntConc corpora

e) Pre-Test / Post-Test Essays + 

Questionnaire-based



Can students on a predominantly EGAP pre-sessional course improve their ability to use 

subject-specific lexical discourse in academic writing by building their own personalised corpora

- Can they use semi-autonomous learning to develop their personalised corpus?

- Can they use their personalised corpus to identify and record relevant multi-word units?

- Do they use more subject-specific multi-word units in their academic writing after building 

their personalised corpora? 

Yes

Yes

Yes (but not significantly more, and not 
compared to a control group) 

Inconclusive!



So, is there some evidence that this teaching 

approach might be effective with pre-sessional 

students? Yes

Is there enough evidence to suggest you all 

completely overhaul your teaching and redesign 

your syllabi for pre-sessionals? No

So, how does this approach work anyway?



discourse analysis   /  corpus investigation 

‘combined approach’

(Charles, 2011)

/ learner training



Teacher 

Input

Independent 

Work
Reflection

45 mins
30 mins

45 mins

Discourse analysis
Learner training

Corpus 
investigation

Independent 

Work

Pre-

Class 

Work



1. Texts and extracts chosen to represent different common genres 

in discipline(s) of students

a) Ask DPDs to provide information 

b) Look at course reading lists / course tutors’ publications 

https://www.ncl.ac.uk/ecls/staff/profile/

c) MICUSP http://micusp.elicorpora.info/

d) BAWE http://ota.ahds.ac.uk/headers/2539.xml (filter: L1 / 

disciplinary group / discipline / course / module… then sort 

‘genre type’)

e) Google Scholar (or a discipline-specific database if possible)

https://www.ncl.ac.uk/ecls/staff/profile/
http://micusp.elicorpora.info/
http://ota.ahds.ac.uk/headers/2539.xml






1. Share with students link to download AntConc: www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antconc/

and YouTube tutorials to watch: www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwkX5l5vyr4&t=130s

(I decided the AntConc user guide would be too heavy-going!) 

(http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antconc/releases/AntConc356/help.pdf

2. Could I make a screencast to grade the information in these videos, grab students’ attention 

and personalise the use of the program to them (i.e. convince them AntConc will be useful 

before they come to class to use it)? 

3. Send students indicative reading text in advance of lesson, with activities to familiarise 

students with content to be brought to class and checked

4. Bring a ‘lexical notebook’ with them to every lesson

Pre-Class Work

http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antconc/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwkX5l5vyr4&t=130s
http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antconc/releases/AntConc356/help.pdf


Teacher Input

1. Highlight a particular area of lexical discourse that would be the focus of the session 

2. Extracts distributed with MWUs representing certain areas of lexis / rhetorical functions highlighted (students 

already familiar with these texts from homework)

3. Pairs identify more examples of these 

4. Feedback to ensure meaning and function had been understood

5. Demonstrate how similar papers can be found (same as above), converted, cleaned, and inputted into AntConc

6. Demonstrate how different features of this purpose-built corpus could be used to locate more examples of MWUs



Teacher Input

Can you find more examples?

What lexical feature / rhetorical 

function is highlighted in the text?

e.g. reporting verb phrases:

• This paper reports on…
• This paper discusses…
• This paper considers…
• It argues that…

• Researchers have reported…
• It has been persuasively argued… 



Teacher Input Can you find more similar papers?

Not all in the same week!



Teacher Input

Students will learn to identify and download relevant 
texts and to appropriately label and organise these in 
folders. To use with AntConc, they will also need to 
convert them into .txt files. However, I recommend 
starting with a pre-built corpus of texts (at least for the 
first week) so students don’t get immediately turned 
off by all the technical stuff!



Teacher Input Convert pdf to txt files using AntFile Converter: 
http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antfileconverter/
NOT FOR LESSON 1 

http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antfileconverter/


Teacher Input

To have a corpus that produces more 
accurate searches, students should 
‘clean’ the .txt files (very boring!)

ALSO, NOT FOR LESSON 1



Teacher Input



• ‘Word List’ = Make a list of all words in corpus (e.g. see how many words and what they are) 

• ‘File View’ = View individual files and search for words and phrases within than file

• ‘Concordance’ = Search for a word and see how it’s used in context

• ‘Concordance Plot’ = See where in each text certain words/phrases most commonly occur

• ‘Clusters/N-Grams’ = for finding most frequent clusters around a particular word/phrase

• ‘Collocates’ = Search for words that often appear in close proximity to a particular word and 

determine strength of association

• ‘Keyword List’ = Find unusually frequent words within the corpus compared to general 

corpus



‘Word List’ = Make a list of all words in corpus (e.g. see how many words and what they are 
and which are the most frequent) 



‘Word List’ = Make a list of all words in corpus (e.g. see how many words and what they are 
and which are the most frequent) 

‘Search Only’ = See frequency 
of a particular word



‘Word List’ = Make a list of all words in corpus (e.g. see how many words and what they are 
and which are the most frequent) 

Case Sensitivity Regular Expressions

Search History





‘Concordance’ = Search for word to see how used in context

Highlight words to the 
right or to the left



Highlight words to the 
right or to the left



Highlight words to the 
right or to the left

Click on any word 
to go to file view 
and see it in context 



‘File View’ = View individual files



‘File View’ = View individual files



Asterisk to find all 
morphological possibilities 



Asterisk to find all 
morphological possibilities 

Level 1 = 0 to sort 
according to word type



Compare two similar 
patterns of language



‘Concordance Plot’ = See where in each text certain words/phrases most commonly occur



‘Clusters/N-Grams’ = for finding most frequent clusters around a particular word/phrase

Range = 5 (must appear in at 

least 5% of texts) Frequency = 5 

(5 appearances per every million 

words)

Max / min size of cluster



‘Clusters/N-Grams’ = for finding most frequent clusters around a particular word/phrase

Change direction of cluster 

from left to right



‘Clusters/N-Grams’ = for finding most frequent clusters around a particular word/phrase

scan entire corpus for most frequent 
clusters throughout corpus 



‘Collocates’ = Search for words that often appear in close proximity to a particular word  
and determine strength of association

Can sort by the most 
frequently associated words 
on the the left…



‘Collocates’ = Search for words that often appear in close proximity to a particular word  
and determine strength of association

…or on the right

How close the 
collocates have to 
be to the root word



‘Keyword List’ = Find unusually frequent words within the corpus compared to general corpus



Students given time for guided discovery learning:

1. look for more language features / rhetorical functions in given text

2. look for more texts for discourse analysis and/or adding to AntConc

3. perform searches with AntCont, noticing and checking relevant MWUs

4. record relevant MWUs in lexical notebooks

Independent Work



Reflection

Time to reflect on and share successful strategies and useful language discoveries

1. providing opportunities for peer teaching with those from similar academic 

courses / assignment topic

2. feeding back on language added to lexical notebooks

3. reflecting on difficulties faced

4. giving recommendations for improving strategies (e.g. sources of finding articles, 

uses of different AntConc functions, methods of recording lexis)

5. demonstrating what needs to be done outside of class (e.g. engaging with this 
language in relevant, interactive way)
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